Draft Proposed programme budget 2016–2017

CORRIGENDUM

Kindly note the following amendments.

1. In the Introduction:

   The title of Table 2 (page 7) should read:

   Draft Proposed programme budget 2016–2017 with adjustment for staff costs (US$ million)

   In Table 2 (page 8), the letter denoting the footnote for Research in human reproduction should be “b” instead of “d”.

   In Table 3 (page 9), the heading of the final column should read:

   Percentage change in the draft Proposed programme budget 2016–2017 second scenario against the draft Proposed programme budget 2016–2017, including all additional increases proposed

2. In the section on Category 1, in the table presenting the budget by major office and programme area (page 27):

   “HIV and hepatitis” should read “HIV/AIDS”.

3. In the section on Category 3, in the table presenting the budget by major office and programme area (page 61):

   “Research in human reproduction” should be reformatted under “Reproductive, maternal, newborn and child health”.
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